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thermatur m250+

thermatur 200+

microwave

shortwave

High frequency
therapy
The technology is used in physiotherapy to treat:

thermatur 200+ (shortwave) and
thermatur m250+ (microwave) applications:
Rehabilitation
Orthopedics
Neurology
Sports Medicine
Dermatology (wounds,
burns and scars)
Gynaecology
Internal Medicine
Urology

arthritis
back pain
fibromyalgia
myositis
neuralgia
sprains and strains
tenosynovitis
tendonitis
bursitis

Avg Peak Energy

Advanced user
experience
Operation Status

Powered by
Windows

Error codes and remote

Memory

troubleshooting

Intern memory allows up
to to 1.000.000 entries.
Extendable to 8GB via
USB/SD. 1GB internal memory

Save under Favourite

Save under Patient

Save protocols in your
favourite’s menu

Save protocols under
your patient’s names

series
Patient

IPS TM

Create new patient
files, monitor therapy
sessions

Intelligent
Pulse Setting
(shortwave)

Library

Settings
Change all the software
settings, e.g. sound,
design, etc

Preset programs
and pathology
information

Therapy
Quick therapy start - free mode

Features
Large
coloured
touch screen
Uniquely
designed arms:
Simple and flexible
USB ports for technical
support, software
upgrades and backup

Dual dynamic
control of software

Ergonomic holder
tray for accessories

Robust, still
elegant metal
construction

Large
wheels
for mobility

thermatur 200+

thermatur 200+ is a versatile shortwave unit with an automatic tuning function, suitable for
continuous and pulsed therapy. The shortwave therapy ensures a deep but comfortable heat
radiation.
The specially designed microprocessor controls the different parameters such as intensity,
continuous and pulsed mode, treatment time as well as the patient safety system. Additional
features are:
simply adjustable electrodes and arms
no heat damage of the electrode cables at contact
flexible silicone-rubber capacitor-field electrodes
exchangeable Schliephake capacitor-field electrodes
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Possibilities of Treatment
With the Schliephake capacitor-field method (fig. 2) the treated body parts are positioned between
two electrodes. The electric field energy applied is converted into heat energy within the fat tissue.
From there the heat flows into the muscular tissue. With the coil-field method (fig.1) the heat is
precisely transported to the locations mostly required: to the muscular tissues.

thermatur m250+
With the variety of different radiators, the microwave treatment offers a diverse field of applications. The
produced heat can be reduced by increasing the distance between the radiator and the treatment site.
The microwave radiation can be focused and is therefore excellently applicable for treating locally specific
body parts. Thus, it is particularly suitable for the otolaryngology, dental and orthodontic medicine. For
these fields microwave is preferred over shortwave.
Within the body, microwaves execute thermal (i.e. heat) and extrathermal (i.e. vibration) physico-chemical
processes.
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The microwave radiation is converted into heat in the skin tissue and subcutaneous muscle tissue, since it
penetrates deeper into the tissue compared to the infrared radiation.
By applying pulsed mode more energy can enter the muscular tissue, without having an intense thermal
effect that for a large number of pathologies should be avoided.

Acessories
thermatur 200+

Specifications
thermatur m250+

13 cm Ø Diameter

Pads 12 x 18 cm

6,3A (230 V~),10A (110V~)

Cables

Operation settings
27,12 MHz

Optional wooden table
for shortwave therapy

0,6%

2450 MHz

HF
Duty cycle 10% - 90%
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